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2005b(11)/2002b(4): Outline the principles of compatibility testing of blood 
for transfusion 
General: Blood transfusion involves the infusion of safe and compatible blood 
(or its components) from a donor to recipient 

- Testing is carried out prior to transfusion to ensure compatibility between 
donor red cell antigens and recipients plasma antibodies to avoid 
fatal haemolytic reactions 

- Donor has atypical plasma Ab screen prior to accepting blood for donation 
1. Blood Grouping ABO and Rhesus (Rh(D)) status 
ABO → complex polysaccharides (antigen) present on surface of RBC, also 
present on surfaces of tissue cells (liver, kidney, lung, heart etc) 

o Group A has A antigen / Group B has B antigen / Group AB has 
both A and B antigen / Group O has core H antigen = universal 
donor 

- Serum naturally has antibody (IgM) to red cell antigen not present on own 
red cells → due to dietary exposure via bacterial plasmid, meat 

o Group A has anti-B antibodies / Group B has anti-A antibodies / 
Group AB has no anti-A or –B antibodies → universal acceptor / 
Group O has both anti-A and anti-B antibodies 

Rhesus is next most important → D is only clinically relevant (C, E also present) 
- Only present on RBC, nil other tissues 

o Rh (+) = presence of D antigen on cell (85% popn) 
o Rh (-) = nil D antigen 

- Nil naturally occurring antibody: Significance → Rh(-) woman → exposure 
to Rh(+) cells (transfusion, pregnancy with Rh(+) fetus → sensitisation and 
production of Anti-D antibody → future exposure (2nd pregnancy) → 
haemolysis of Rh(+) cells 

To establish blood type → in vitro testing of red cells using anti-sera containing 
IgM anti-A, anti-B, and anti-AB antibody 

- Saline test: Suspension of red cells in saline and tested against antibodies 
at room temp 

o Agglutination indicates blood type 
Rhesus status tested using anti-sera with sufficient potency IgG to agglutinate 
Rh(+) cells  

- Agglutination suggests Rh(+) 
2. Screening 

- Routine screening pretransfusion of recipient serum / routine prenatal 
testing for the presence of minor antibodies to other RBC antigen → can 
lead to haemolytic disease if transfused 

o Group matched RBC with known minor antibody (Kell / Duffy) 
added to serum → agglutination indicates presence of minor 
antibody 

3. Cross-Match  
Involves 2 main steps:  

1. Saline agglutination test 
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- Donor cells suspended in saline and tested at room temperature with 
various antibodies 

- Detects IgM antibody (‘complete agglutinins) 
o Reconfirms ABO type 

2. Indirect Coomb’s Test → only if recipient serum is positive for atypical Ab 
- To test for unexpected anti-RBC antibodies, which are usually IgG 

antibodies → minimal binding → requires Indirect Coomb’s Test 
Step 1: Incubation of recipient serum with reagent RBC in order to bind IgG 
antibodies to their antigens on RBC 
Step 2: Washing cells to remove all serum (and free IgG) 
Step 3: Testing with Coomb’s Reagent (antiglobulin serum) contains anti-human 
antibodies which will bind to IgG on RBC → agglutination → POS Coomb’s test 

- Not used in Australia → ↑ in margin of safety above grouped and 
screened blood is minor (99.94% → 99.95%) 

MAJOR CROSS-MATCH 
Aim: in vitro demonstration of serological compatibility b/n recipient serum and 
donor red cells 

- Agglutination suggests incompatibility 
MINOR CROSS MATCH 
Aim: in vitro demonstration of serological compatibility b/n recipient red cells 
and donor serum 

- Not often performed as donor cells are screened for irregular antibodies; 
packed cells contain minimal donor plasma 


